We applied an improved Coulomb correction method developed by us recently to data on identical KK-pairs production in S + Pb and p + Pb reactions at 200 GeV/c obtained by NA44 Collaboration.
mentioned above (in the whole measured momentum transfer region) and compare our results with those obtained before in [2] . To be able to analyse the whole range of measured momentum transfer Q and to avoid wild oscillations developing at large Q's (cf. Fig. 1a ) we have to use the the asymptotic expansion of the Coulomb wave function together with the procedure of "seamless fitting" (SF) explained below (cf. Figs. 1b and 2 ).
Theoretical formula of BEC with Coulomb wave function: To write down an amplitude A 12 satisfying Bose-Einstein statistics it is convenient to decompose the wave function of identical (charged in our case) bosons with momenta p 1 and p 2 into the wave function of the center-of-mass system (c.m.) with total momentum P = 1 2 (p 1 +p 2 ) and the inner wave function with relative momentum Q = (p 1 −p 2 ) = 2q. It allows us to express A 12 in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function Φ [7] :
Ψ(q, r) = Γ(1 + iη)e −πη/2 e iq·r Φ(−iη; 1; iqr(1 − cos θ)) ,
where r = x 1 − x 2 and the parameter η = mα/2q. Assuming factorization in the source functions,
, one obtains the following expression for theoretical BEC formula [3] including the improved Coulomb correction [5] :
where G(q) = 2πη/(e 2πη − 1) denotes Gamow factor and the first and the second parentheses in eq. (3) correspond to the first and the second terms in eq. (2) 1 and
To analyse data corrected only by the Gamow factor using our formulae we should use the following ratio:
It should be noted that the normalization and an effective degree of coherence, i.e., the denominator of the ratio E 2B /(1 + ∆ 1C + ∆ EC ), are related to each other. Notice also that other parameters like the additional normalization factor c, the long range correlation γ and λ are introduced by hand.
Source function: To obtain an explicit expression, we have to decide on some form of the source function. In the present Letter, we shall use the Gaussian source distribution, ρ(r) =
For this type of source function we have the following formulae for the elements of eqs. (3) and (4) [5]:
To analyze data corrected by the Coulomb wave function as was done in [6] , we should modify the formula (4) replacing it by the following one:
For the sake of reference, we write down here also the conventional formula (i.e., a kind of standard formula without corrections due to the final state interactions):
Asymptotic expansion of the Coulomb wave function: First of all, it should be noted that the expansion in eq. (3) has to be the limited to q limit (= Q/2) only due to mathematical properties of the confluent hypergeometric function used [7] . This can be seen as wild oscillation developing in Fig. 1 (a) where the eq. (4) has been simply used. If we, instead, set the Coulomb correction to zero in the region q > q limit limit, a small step appears as seen in Fig. 1 (b) . Therefore in order to analyse in a consistent way the whole region of the momentum transfer measured we have to use the following asymptotic expansion of the Coulomb wave function:
where z = r cos θ and
In analyses we should assure a smooth connection between both regions of q = Q/2. To avoid the divergence of denominators (1 ± cos θ), we have to introduce a cutoff parameter ǫ (of the order of ǫ ≃ 10 −3 )
such that (1 ± cos θ) > ǫ always 2 . This procedure, shown as a flow chart in fig. 2 , is called the "seamless
Analyses of data by SF method: Our results obtained in terms of the new formula (4) are shown in Table I in [4] . These facts suggest that we should be careful in interpreting any data (at least those for kaons) which were corrected for Coulomb interactions only by the Gamow factor.
Concluding remarks:
We have proposed the possible method of applying the Coulomb correction for the BEC in the whole region of momentum transfer, the "seamless fitting" (SF). We confirm that this method works well when analysing data corrected only by the Gamow factor.
Our analyses of data of KK pairs in S + Pb reaction [1] shows (cf. Table I ) that R(K + K + ) = 4 fm and R(K − K − ) = 3 fm (i.e., they differ substantially), contrary to the estimation provided in [1] that For the sake of reference, we show also in Table II and Fig. 5 results of our analysis of data for S + Pb → ππ + X reaction [6] (which were corrected by the Coulomb wave function method [9] ) performed by using both eq. (7) and the "standard" formula (eq. (8)). As one can see there are no significant differences between parameters estimated by means of these two formulae, in particular the magnitude of the interaction region is in both cases almost the same.
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